LEARN HOW TO MAP FOR EBOLA’S FIRST RESPONDER

Wednesday, October 8th, 7:00 p.m.
Smith College Spatial Analysis Lab (Sabin-Reed 104)

Easy-to-Learn and Then Map on Your Own Time

Contribute Today and MAP FOR HUMANITY!

Volunteer now! Join contributors world-wide and help create the maps which are being used in the fight against Ebola. Easy to make, these maps are for first responders including the World Health Organization, Red Cross, Doctors Without Borders and others.

Come to the Workshop and Learn how to map rooftops in cities and the paths and roadways to remote villages using Open Street Map and satellite images. First responders need your help today.

- You’ll learn about this global collaboration
- You’ll see how to use this Humanitarian Mapping freeware which is quickly becoming the communication tool used by international first responders
- And, you can share your ideas on how Smith College can participate in this collaborative effort

After the workshop: you can easily map from anywhere and on your own time! And, be ready to map for any other disaster.

Join this remarkable opportunity to contribute and truly make a difference

Listen to NPR interview: http://wamc.org/post/berkshire-woman-offers-training-humanitarian-mapping
Presenter - Theresa Clary  413.281.6169  TClary@MapHome.com
Contact Jon Caris jcaris@smith.edu or Victoria Beckley vbeckley@smith.edu with questions